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Activity Six
Standing Up For Others

Being self-reliant and independent means doing things for yourself. There may be times 

advocate for yourself at work, school, or with your friends. It is important to ask for what you 

need in order to be successful. 

As we get more used to advocating for ourselves, it gets easier. Soon, it will be second 

nature. There are still others in the world who do not have the ability to do this. Charity groups 

use their resources to help speak for others. There are non-profit organizations that help 

include The Innocence Project and Amnesty International.

Which cause do you want to support? Research any charity groups that may support that 

cause or group of people. How do they help? How do they want others to help their charity?

You will present your findings to others. Pretend you oversee the charity. What is the most 

important message for people? What can they do for your cause? Be prepared with facts. 

How important is this issue? Why should people care? Be passionate! Be convincing! Make a 

difference!
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Who Am I?

A good friend is a treasure. They will be there to help you when you have a problem. They 

will make you laugh and have fun. They are the first people you call when you want to hang 

out. Close family members can be like good friends too. Its important to have a circle of 

people around that will support you. 

How would you describe a good friend? Some common words are: 

 

 

 

 

 

Get together with a group of your friends or family. Each person will choose one member 

to write about. On a piece of paper, write down ten things about your person. You should 

include their personality traits. If you need 

to, you can include things about what 

they look like. Don’t put the other person’s 

name on the paper. 

Once everyone is finished, take turns 

reading your clues. The group will try to 

guess which person you are describing. 

How are people described? How are you 

described? Get to know your friends!

Activity Five

KIND

patient

Fun
Honest Reliable
Trustworthy
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Plan a Party!

Social life often revolves around parties. We go to birthday parties, retirement parties, 

housewarming parties. We can celebrate everything with our friends and families! Some 

people like to celebrate in small groups. Others like to celebrate with a huge crowd.

You are going to plan a party. It can be for an event you have coming up, or one you 

wish to have. There are some important things to consider when you’re planning:

Be creative! How will you be a great host! You can look up local venues in your area. 

What does your vision look like for a great party? Your final product can either be:

 

 your friend.

Don’t forgot to remember your etiquette and 

self-awareness when you are being social! It is 

important to interact well with others to have 

the best time possible!
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Make a Mantra

You’ve thought long and hard about a goal. You know what you want to accomplish. 

You’ve made a plan and mapped it out. Now that you’ve started, you’ve realized it’s 

hard to stay on track. How do you stay motivated?

A mantra is a simple saying. It inspires and encourages people. There are many phrases 

that come from many cultures. Some sayings are religious and others are for everyone. 

Do you have a favorite one already? Maybe your family has a favorite saying. 

Find a mantra that will help you meet your 

goal. What will make you focus? A quick 

search online will show you many helpful 

sayings. Search terms could be “inspirational 

quotes”, “motivating words” among many 

others. You will notice that these often have 

illustrations with them.

You will illustrate a mantra of your choice. 

Often the art is abstract. It can be based on 

a family of colors or a themed picture. For 

you could draw a natural setting. If your 

quote fires you up, use bright, warm colors. 

Be creative! Make sure your quote is easy 

to read. Hang it on your wall for those days 

when you need a little boost! You will reach 

your goal in no time!

Activity Three
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Great Minds in History

Being self-reliant also means being sure of yourself. It means being confident in your 

thoughts and ideas. This can be hard when there are many different opinions on issues. 

In history, those who make the most change are the ones who thought in a unique way. 

They were independent thinkers. They didn’t let other people influence their ideas or stop 

them from moving forward. 

Who comes to mind when you think of an independent thinker? Are they a famous 

inventor? Perhaps it is a celebrity you admire. How are they different? How about an 

athlete who defied logic to meet their goals? Do you have a personal hero who didn’t 

let others hold them down?

You will research a great independent thinker. They can be from any area of life. You will 

want to find out the following: 

Present this information in any way you like. You can 

choose to write a research paper, draw a poster or 

give a presentation. Motivate others to follow in the 

footsteps of the great thinkers of history!

Activity Two

Thomas Edison
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Activity One

Are you rude and full of attitude? Or are you prim and proper? 
Perhaps you are mean and menacing. Fill in the following questions 
to find out just how polite you are! Add the number of A, B and C 

answers at the end to get your result. 

1. Your friend is wearing new shoes. You think they look terrible. You:

 A) tell them they’re wearing ugly shoes.

 B) stay quiet.

 C) find something nice to say about the shoes.

2. A teacher has spilled their lunch on their shirt and don’t seem to   

    notice. You:

 A) make fun of them to your friends in class.

 B) hope someone else will tell them they have a stained shirt. 

 C) quietly mention to your teacher they have a stain.

3. Someone smells at work. You think it is from their food at lunch time.       

     You:

 A) let them know they are stinking up your workplace.

 B) mention to a manager that there is a bad smell.

 C) say nothing and wait it out. 

4. Your mother made a new recipe for dinner. It looks disgusting.You:

 A) refuse to eat it and ask for something different.

 B) say you’ve already eaten.

 C) try a few bites and hope it’s good. 

If you answered 
mostly As:  

You could be 
much nicer! 

People around 
you may not 

enjoy what you 
have to say. 
Think twice 
before you 

comment on 
other’s actions.

If you answered 
mostly Bs:  

You are on the 
fence. You are 

not being mean, 
but do not go 

out of your way 
to be nice. 

You are in the 
middle and stay 

neutral. 

If you answered 
mostly C:  

You are proper 
and polite!

How Polite Are You?
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Fostering Relationships
1. Gabriel has a friend he likes to go to the movies with.  

 Most of the times, Gabriel often pays because he wants  

 to treat his friend. Once, Gabriel told his friend he  

 couldn’t afford to pay for both tickets. His friend didn’t   

 want to go anymore. Do you think this is a good friend?

2. Maria is hard of hearing. She is having a hard time hearing her teacher during class.  

 Should she bring her problem up with them?

3.   Finish each sentence with a word from a list. 

 advocate flexible patience self-care considerate

a) He has a lot of _________________ for practicing the piano. 

b) _________________ is important to feel good about yourself. 

c) You must _________________ for your needs to get what you want.

d) She is very _________________ of other people at work. 

e) If you are _________________ it makes it easier to try new things.  
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Self-Reliance
1. Put a checkmark next to the statements that show personal growth.  

  a)  Showing up late to a dentist appointment. 

  b)

  c)  House sitting for a friend.

  d)  Losing your wallet more than once in a week.

  e)  Not brushing your teeth.  

  f)   Exercising daily.  

2.  Choose the best answer when hanging out with a group of friends. 

 a) The group thinks it's funny to be loud and rowdy on a subway car. You should:

   A play along with your friends.

   B spread all your things out on the seat so no one else can sit.

   C stay polite and offer your seat to someone in need.

 b) Your friends want to sneak into a movie by the fire exit. You should:

   A sneak in too because you don’t have a lot of money.

   B tell their parents what they want to do.

   C tell them you are uncomfortable with that and don’t join them.

 c) A group of co-workers want to eat lunch at a sushi place. You are allergic to fish.   

  You should:

   A go anyways and eat nothing.

   B tell them you’re allergic and suggest another place.

   C eat and hope your reaction is mild. 
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Personal Development

But how can you do it in a realistic way? How can you stay motivated when you are trying 
to make improvements? How can you reach your goals? There are many ways to grow and 
learn when you want to make changes. 

Goals are easier to meet when you know why and how. Why is your goal important? What 
will happen when you reach it? What will you gain? It will be easier to meet if you make a 

ahead will make it easier to avoid bad habits. 

Bad habits can often get in the way of our goals. If you like to watch a lot of television, it 
may make it harder to exercise as often as you would like. Staying up late when you hang 
out with your friends can get in the way of getting more sleep. It is hard to change our habits 
when you want to improve something. 

Our emotions can sometimes get in the way. It’s easy to feel discouraged or annoyed when 
you are doing something hard. Find a helpful friend who will keep you on track. Be kind to 
yourself. If you have a setback, don’t let it discourage you. Remember, look for progress, not 
perfection!

Lyla is trying to get a better night’s sleep. Every night she stays up late watching TV shows. 
She decided to set an alarm on her phone that reminds her to get ready for bed. Lyla scrolls 
through social media before shutting off her lights. 

a) What is the trigger for Lyla not getting enough sleep? 

b) What is something that may still set her back? 

Try associating your good habits with an action. For example, try putting your workout clothes 

by your bed in the morning. You will make your morning workout much easier to start.
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Collaboration
3. Owen has a group project at work. He is used to doing all the research for these types  
 of tasks. One of his group members really wants to research. They suggest Owen makes   
 the visuals for the presentation. This makes Owen feel uneasy. He already has started  
 note taking for the group. How can Owen show he is willing to work with others? How  
 can he show flexibility? 

Graphic Organizer

4. Use the graphic organizer on page 42 to track your habit changing process.

 Habits, especially bad ones, can be hard to break. They can get in the way of reaching  
 your goals and having the life you want. Habits are hardwired into our brains. We do  
 them without even thinking! That’s how you can brush your teeth automatically in the  
 morning without a lot of thought. We create routines and patterns in our lives that don’t  
 require us to decide each time. It makes simple tasks a lot easier. 

 There are a lot of scientific theories that say it takes about thirty days for a habit to  
 change. We need to rewire the patterns in our brain to make a change. Things will be  
 less automatic after thirty days. So, what do you want to change? The graphic organizer  
 shows a calendar for thirty days. Think about a habit you want to grow or eliminate.  
 Would you like to eat more healthy foods? Do you want to read more? Write down  
 your ideas of how you are going to change your habits at the bottom. For each day you  
 are successful, mark it on your calendar. Even if you don’t have a perfect score, any  
 start is better than none at all!
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Reaching Your Goals Chart

START HERE

STEP 1:

STEP 2:
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GOAL REACHED!
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     a)   Etiquette means always saying how you feel.

     b) You should always be respectful of other’s customs.

     c) Asking for help is a good idea at work. 

     d) Always do what most of your friends want to do.

     e) A true friend will never want you to be uncomfortable.

     f) Showing up on time for work is positive accountability. 

     g) Working in a group is best when you insist you are in charge. 

Comprehension Quiz

Part B

SUBTOTAL:       /10
49

3

20

7

Part A

 Circle    if the statement is TRUE or  if it is FALSE. 
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47

Down

1.  To be courteous, respectful.
2.  An increase in size.
3.  Your way of thinking.
7.  Actions that cause others to do something.
8.  To convince someone not to do something.
9.  For the duration of your life.

An activity to do in your spare time.

4.  Likely to happen in life.
5.  This may prevent you from meeting your  
  goals. 

Wanting to do something strongly.
Something you do repeatedly. 

11.  Views on a topic.

discourage
growth
habit
hobby
lifelong
mindset
motivated
opinions
polite
realistic
setback
triggers

1.

2. 3.

4. 

5.

6. 7. 8.

10.

11.
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2.

3.

3.

3.

Bella should ask her 
manager to show her 

how to do a return 
again. 

Isaac has shown 
initiative in his new 
school by putting 
himself out there 

with the basketball 
coach. He decides 

to try out for the 
team even though 
his friends show no 
interest. He doesn't 

let his friend's 
opinions change his 

mind.

Sentences will vary.

Emil should accept 
responsibility and 

apologize. He should 
think of a way to set 

a reminder to lock up 
properly. 

No, this is not a good 
idea. Addison should 
work with her peers. 
They should divide 
the work equally. 

1. 1.1.1.

2.

2.

Hiroshi should tell his 
manager he wants 

the promotion. He can 
make sure to do a 

good job every day. 

1.  

a) 

b) 

c) 

d)  

1.

a)   B

b)   A

a) No, Arianna is not a 
reliable employee. 

b) When receiving 
criticism, Arianna got 
very defensive and 

yelled at her boss. She 
swore out loud and 

was angry for the rest 
of her shift.

a) No, Makayla does 
not have an open 

mind. 

b) If she was more 
flexible, she could 

help make the silent 
auction as successful 
as possible. She could 

use her ideas and 
experience running 

past efforts to help pet 
adoptions. 

a)   A

b)   B

a) 2    

b) 1 

c) 5    

d) 3 

e) 4    

Landon and 
Samantha should 

let each other know 
what is bothering 

them. Landon should 
take responsibility 

for having his 
friends over late. 

Samantha should 
take responsibility for 
her dirty dishes. They 
can come up with a 
solution for both of 

them.

Answers will vary, but 
may include: Not 

wanting to change 
their plans. Choosing 

all of the activities. 
Only going to one 

diner.

Answers will vary, 
but may include: 

Owen could do the 
visuals and share his 
notes with the group 
members. He could 
suggest a shared 
work approach.

1

2

3

4

5

C

A

D

E

B
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Accountability
 

  

a) If you’re confused at work, just keep on working and hope it will work out.       
  

b) Avoid your boss if you think they’re going to get you in trouble.   
     

c) Getting into an argument is fine, if you take blame for your role.  
   

d) Accept the blame for something, even if it wasn’t your fault.   
   

is false.

 
 manager over a mistake. Put the steps below in the  
 correct order that this conversation should be in.

  a)  Listen to their side of the story.   

  b)  Agree to meet with them at work

  c)  Thank them for talking to you.  

  d)  Ask for clarification. 

  e)  Take responsibility for your actions.  

EASY MARKING ANSWER KEY
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Personal Development

But how can you do it in a realistic way? How can you stay motivated when you are trying 
to make improvements? How can you reach your goals? There are many ways to grow and 
learn when you want to make changes. 

Goals are easier to meet when you know why and how. Why is your goal important? What 
will happen when you reach it? What will you gain? It will be easier to meet if you make a 

ahead will make it easier to avoid bad habits. 

Bad habits can often get in the way of our goals. If you like to watch a lot of television, it 
may make it harder to exercise as often as you would like. Staying up late when you hang 
out with your friends can get in the way of getting more sleep. It is hard to change our habits 
when you want to improve something. 

Our emotions can sometimes get in the way. It’s easy to feel discouraged or annoyed when 
you are doing something hard. Find a helpful friend who will keep you on track. Be kind to 
yourself. If you have a setback, don’t let it discourage you. Remember, look for progress, not 
perfection!

Lyla is trying to get a better night’s sleep. Every night she stays up late watching TV shows. 
She decided to set an alarm on her phone that reminds her to get ready for bed. Lyla scrolls 
through social media before shutting off her lights. 

a) What is the trigger for Lyla not getting enough sleep? 

b) What is something that may still set her back? 

Try associating your good habits with an action. For example, try putting your workout clothes 

by your bed in the morning. You will make your morning workout much easier to start.
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